
Shreyas Pillai 
Professional Title 

Young, raw and a determined student working towards pursuing a career in Game art and Design. Fluent
in Computer Hardware and Software. Looking out for a friendly, understanding environment with
seniors, juniors and equals alike, ready to learn and give my all to the designated position as well as my
peers. 

pillaishreyas1@gmail.com +919004239601 

C-19, GBS Teachers colony, 4 bungalows Andheri west,
Mumbai, India 

EDUCATION 

10th std Science + Computer Applications 
City International School, Oshiwara 
06/2010 - 06/2020,  

Pursued 10th std in ICSE
Science with the optional
subject of Computer
applications. Learned the
basics of Java, html. 

12th std PCM + Computer Science 
C.N.M. School, Vile Parle 
07/2020 - 05/2022,  

Pursued 12th std in ISC -
Science with the optional
subject of Computer
Science. Learned advanced
Java. 

Game Art and Design 
Ecole Intuit Lab, Prabhadevi 
08/2022 - Present,  

Learning the basics of
visual interface design,
graphic design, ui/ux
design, social media
understanding,
illustration/model
creation. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Fresher 
No prior experience 

SKILLS 

Advanced Computer Hardware and Software knowledge 

Comfortable with working as a team and capable to dwell
well with fellow peers 

Great communication skills 

Ability to cope up with the agenda fairly quick 

Great attention span and patient enough to listen if
spoken to. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Harvard MUN (08/2019 - 08/2019) 
Participated and succesfully concluded the committee UNDP(United
Nations Development Programme) as a delegate of the Islamic Repiblic
of Iran in Harvard Model UN. 

CIS MUN (11/2019 - 11/2020) 
Co-chaired and Managed two seperate committees (United Nations
Environment Assembly and Social, Cultural, and Humanitarian
Committee) in the CIS Model UN for two consecutive years. 

Diplomathon (09/2019 - 09/2020) 
Participated and helped conclude the proceedings of the Indian Cabinet
and OPEC(Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) as Mr
Santosh Kumar Gangwar and the delegation of Qatar respectively in
Diplomathon. 

UniClan (03/2023 - 05/2023) 
Assisted and brainstormed the idea of creating a community for
designers and to help showcase their work while helping find them the
right gig and the right client based on mutual taste and work ethics by
creating an app for the purpose. 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Hindi 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Malayalam 
Full Professional Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Reading, Coding, Editing, Football, Chess 

Courses 

Courses 

Courses 
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